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Israel
This book is part of the TREDITION CLASSICS series. The creators of this series are
united by passion for literature and driven by the intention of making all public
domain books available in printed format again - worldwide. At tredition we believe
that a great book never goes out of style. Several mostly non-profit literature
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projects provide content to tredition. To support their good work, tredition donates
a portion of the proceeds from each sold copy. As a reader of a TREDITION
CLASSICS book, you support our mission to save many of the amazing works of
world literature from oblivion.

Syria, the United States, and the War on Terror in the Middle
East
Peru Travel Guide - Machu Picchu the Last Frontier Today only, get this Amazon
bestseller for just $2.99. Regularly priced at $4.99. Read on your PC, Mac, smart
phone, tablet or Kindle deviceThis book offers a comprehensive guide for tourists
who want to experience Peru and Machu Picchu. It offers information on what to
see in the different regions of Peru. It includes discussions on the cultural heritage
of Peru as well as things that a tourist needs prior to visiting the country. -How
Machu Picchu Was Discovered -The Machu Picchu Buildings -How To Survive The
High Altitude Of Machu Picchu -much,much more! Download your copy today !

The Campaign of Chancellorsville
"With colorful characters so ludicrous they could only be real, McCord's satire of
profit, politics, and capital punishment should be required reading." -- Clarion
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ReviewWhat will readers encounter when exploring the wicked and witty satirical
universe of Michael McCord's The Execution Channel: A Political Fable?First, they
will travel to the not-so-distant future and discover the emerging new country of
Real America and the Galtian Imperatives, a faith-based economic religion which
promises that extreme austerity and tax cut policies will ensure "prosperity for all"
though the exact details of the magic remain elusive. Next, readers will see that
John Galt, the fictional hero of Ayn Rand's Atlas Shrugged, has become the
founding father icon of Real America and the Real American Party, the new political
force sweeping the land. Local militias do their patriotic duty and lead the
privatization craze throughout Real America while employing a creative protection
racket plan to fit every business budget.Finally, readers will behold the majesty of
The Execution Channel - a televintet network that promotes a focus-group tested
variety of live executions in football stadium settings. As foretold by the Galtian
Imperatives, The Execution Channel has been hailed as a model of modern
economic policy that seamlessly merges massive private sector profits and public
sector bankruptcy.Set in 2018 in an increasingly non-United States of America, The
Execution Channel: A Political Fable is fantastical in its imaginative scope of
American political rhetoric and public policy run amok. McCord, an award-winning
journalist and writer who lives in New Hampshire, offers fictional reportage with a
provocative twist and more than a few punch lines."The initial spark for this
satirical romp came from a 2011 Republican presidential primary debate when
some of the audience cheered at the notion that if people without health insurance
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died, there was nothing anyone could do," McCord said. "I then made the leap to a
perfectly sensible investment scheme of publicly televised executions in which
guilt or innocence matter less than profit margins. From there, the theme menu
grew to include the cult of Ayn Rand, political ambition, incoherence as a political
virtue, greed redefined, secession, free market economics with no restraint, the
primacy of sperm, backyard rocket launchers, psychic readings, reality TV
mortgage foreclosures and monuments to austerity. The book aspires, as Lewis
Carroll's White Queen so eloquently put it, to believe six impossible things at once,
if not before breakfast then certainly by supper."Readers also will encounter an
intriguing, colorful cast of characters that embrace a higher calling of extreme selfinterest:* Gov. Lawrence C. "Demon Seed" Bowie of the Real American Republic of
Texas is in a political fix because his 'War on the Poor' tax plan isn't working. *
Texas militia leader Col. Rufus T. Fairbush wants to replace Bowie by the bullet or
ballot while running on a platform to eliminate the idea of government. *
Conservative televinet producer Jason Bravtart seeks redemption following the
scandalous cancellation of The Real Homeless of Malibu Beach.* Billionaire
speculator James "Big Stake" Frimmer II wants another big financial score to
spread his political influence. * In the SoCal Liberty Territory of California, Penelope
the Psychic is forced to be a confidential informant for Mr. Jones, the most feared
security operator in Real America.The Execution Channel: A Political Fable is a
subversive satire for our times and will leave readers wondering: Just how REAL is
Real America?Learn more about The Execution Channel: A Political Fable and
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Michael McCord at www.the-execution-channel.com.

The Black and Tan Summer
Ireland: Summer of 1920 Father John wanted to keep his village of Cafgarven free
from trouble but the surrounding countryside was in the grip of a rebellion against
Great Britain's Crown forces. He found himself caught up in the horrid conflict of titfor-tat murder when two individuals from either side of the struggle came to him
for help. One was a Fenian rebel from a decimated flying column; the other was a
young English Black and Tan.

Hamas, Popular Support and War in the Middle East
This remarkable book examines how the Islamist movement and its competition
with secular-nationalist factions have transformed the identities of ordinary
Palestinians since the first Palestinian uprising, or intifada, of the late 1980s.
Drawing upon his years living in the region and more than eighty in-depth
interviews, Loren Lybarger offers a riveting account of how activists within a
society divided by religion, politics, class, age, and region have forged new
identities in response to shifting conditions of occupation, peace negotiations, and
the fragmentation of Palestinian life. Lybarger personally witnessed the tragic days
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of the first intifada, the subsequent Oslo Peace Process and its failures, and the
new escalation of violence with the second intifada in 2000. He rejects the
simplistic notion that Palestinians inevitably fall into one of two camps: pragmatists
who are willing to accept territorial compromise, and extremists who reject
compromise in favor of armed struggle. Listening carefully to Palestinians
themselves, he reveals that the conflicts evident among the Islamists and secular
nationalists are mirrored by the internal struggles and divided loyalties of
individual Palestinians. Identity and Religion in Palestine is the first book of its kind
in English to capture so faithfully the rich diversity of voices from this troubled part
of the world. Lybarger provides vital insights into the complex social dynamics
through which Islamism has reshaped what it means to be Palestinian.

Rise and Kill First
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER * The first definitive history of the Mossad, Shin Bet,
and the IDF's targeted killing programs, hailed by The New York Times as "an
exceptional work, a humane book about an incendiary subject." WINNER OF THE
NATIONAL JEWISH BOOK AWARD IN HISTORY NAMED ONE OF THE TEN BEST BOOKS
OF THE YEAR BY JENNIFER SZALAI, THE NEW YORK TIMES NAMED ONE OF THE
BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY The Economist * The New York Times Book Review *
BBC History Magazine * Mother Jones * Kirkus Reviews The Talmud says: "If
someone comes to kill you, rise up and kill him first." This instinct to take every
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measure, even the most aggressive, to defend the Jewish people is hardwired into
Israel's DNA. From the very beginning of its statehood in 1948, protecting the
nation from harm has been the responsibility of its intelligence community and
armed services, and there is one weapon in their vast arsenal that they have relied
upon to thwart the most serious threats: Targeted assassinations have been used
countless times, on enemies large and small, sometimes in response to attacks
against the Israeli people and sometimes preemptively. In this page-turning, eyeopening book, journalist and military analyst Ronen Bergman--praised by David
Remnick as "arguably [Israel's] best investigative reporter"--offers a riveting inside
account of the targeted killing programs: their successes, their failures, and the
moral and political price exacted on the men and women who approved and
carried out the missions. Bergman has gained the exceedingly rare cooperation of
many current and former members of the Israeli government, including Prime
Ministers Shimon Peres, Ehud Barak, Ariel Sharon, and Benjamin Netanyahu, as
well as high-level figures in the country's military and intelligence services: the IDF
(Israel Defense Forces), the Mossad (the world's most feared intelligence agency),
Caesarea (a "Mossad within the Mossad" that carries out attacks on the highestvalue targets), and the Shin Bet (an internal security service that implemented the
largest targeted assassination campaign ever, in order to stop what had once
appeared to be unstoppable: suicide terrorism). Including never-before-reported,
behind-the-curtain accounts of key operations, and based on hundreds of on-therecord interviews and thousands of files to which Bergman has gotten exclusive
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access over his decades of reporting, Rise and Kill First brings us deep into the
heart of Israel's most secret activities. Bergman traces, from statehood to the
present, the gripping events and thorny ethical questions underlying Israel's
targeted killing campaign, which has shaped the Israeli nation, the Middle East,
and the entire world. "A remarkable feat of fearless and responsible reporting . . .
important, timely, and informative."--John le Carré

Hezbollah and Hamas
The Palestinian Hamas
'Milton-Edwards and Farrell get inside the mind of Hamas, the blood-soaked Islamic
movement which cannot be ignored and which casts a shadow well beyond the
gritty streets of Gaza. They track Hamas from bullets to ballot box, probing its
origins and motivations. An important study of a key player in the Middle
East.'-Orla Guerin, award winning fromer Middle East correspondent for the BBC
'Dubbed terrorist by the West for its horrific suicide bombings, Hamas stunned the
world when it won one of the only free elections in the Arab world. In this fastpaced and clear-headed narrative, Farrell and Milton-Edwards blend frontline
reportage with deep historical insight to tell a compelling tale of how a quadriplegic
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visionary with no formal clerical training led a band of lay preachers to found one
of the most powerful Islamic movements in the Middle East.' 'Beverley MiltonEdwards and Stephen Farrell's Hamas is an engaging, at times riveting, insightful
and provocative analysis that is both timely and required reading for policymakers,
experts and concerned citizens. Few Islamic movements have been and continue
to be more controversial and influential than Hamas as a militia and major political
party and force in the Palestinian–Israeli conflict.' Declared a terrorist menace yet
elected to government in a free election, Hamas now stands as the most important
Sunni Islamist group in the Middle East. But how did Hamas grow to be so
powerful? Who supports it and what is its future? This illuminating study provides
insightful answers to these pressing questions. With decades of combined
experience researching and reporting from the heartlands of the Hamas
movement, Milton-Edwards and Farrell have gained unrivalled access to the world
of Palestinian resistance and radical Islam. They draw on frontline experiences of
recent events, secret documents from the Western intelligence community, and
interviews with leaders, militants, and commanders of Hamas's armed wing to
reveal the story of Hamas and the future awaiting it. They show Hamas to be a
broadly based and more powerful regional phenomenon than previously thought
and contend that it is now time to rethink both the Israeli–Palestinian conflict and
the nature of political Islam and its impact in the Middle East.

The Life of St. Patrick and His Place in History
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Ever since Syria won its independence from France in 1946, it has been a crucial
player in Middle Eastern politics. Over the years, relations between the United
States and Syria have fluctuated as Washington has tried to balance its
commitment to Israel's security with its support for Arab regimes in order to
protect vital and strategic interests in the Arab world. Rabil provides a history of
the modern U.S.-Syrian relationship, putting the latest events in the context of
contemporary history, and placing the relationship in the context of Middle Eastern
politics.

Hamas
The End of the Middle Ages
Includes bibliographical references and index.

Hamas
Hezbollah and Hamas are players in Middle Eastern politics and have a growing
involvement in global events. Despite their different beginnings, they share a
common denominator in Israel. This title offers an analysis of their histories and
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political missions that moves beyond reductionist portrayals of the organizations'
military operations.

Hamas in Politics
Eretz Israel, the only democratic state in the Middle East, is the focal point of world
attention. Throughout the world, (Muslim sponsored) radio and television
broadcasting companies often give distorted or one-sided information, while
newspapers often print half-truths, outright lies, exaggerated details or rearranged
events. So where do people get the truth? Where are the actual facts, written in an
easy to read book? Israel, History in a Nutshell, Highlighting the Wars and Military
History is a compilation of facts, proof of the long and glorious history of the State
of Israel. It is a tool to refute the lies, twisted facts and half-truths that are spread
daily around the globe. This publication not only sheds light on Israel's military
history, it also gives short biographies of the key-role players, and much, much
more. This book gives answers to many questions, and includes additional
interesting facts that will help you understand Israel's history better.

Gaza
The true story of the search for one of the world's most deadly terrorists.
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Hamas Contained
Son of Hamas is now available in softcover with an all-new chapter about events
since the book’s release such as the revelation of Mosab’s Israeli intelligence
handler’s true identity, and Homeland Security’s effort to deport the author. Since
he was a small boy, Mosab Hassan Yousef has had an inside view of the deadly
terrorist group Hamas. The oldest son of Sheikh Hassan Yousef, a founding
member of Hamas and its most popular leader, young Mosab assisted his father for
years in his political activities while being groomed to assume his legacy, politics,
status . . . and power. But everything changed when Mosab turned away from
terror and violence, and embraced instead the teachings of another famous Middle
East leader. In Son of Hamas, Mosab reveals new information about the world’s
most dangerous terrorist organization and unveils the truth about his own role, his
agonizing separation from family and homeland, the dangerous decision to make
his newfound faith public, and his belief that the Christian mandate to “love your
enemies” is the only way to peace in the Middle East.

Son of Hamas
A History of Modern Israel
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Two Israeli experts show that, contrary to its image, Hamas is essentially a social
and political movement, providing extensive community services and responding
constantly to political realities through bargaining and power brokering.

History of the Second Massachusetts Regiment of Infantry
How does a group that operates terror cells and espouses violence become a ruling
political party? How is the world to understand and respond to Hamas, the militant
Islamist organization that Palestinian voters brought to power in the stunning
election of January 2006? This important book provides the most fully researched
assessment of Hamas ever written. Matthew Levitt, a counterterrorism expert with
extensive field experience in Israel, the West Bank, and Gaza, draws aside the veil
of legitimacy behind which Hamas hides. He presents concrete, detailed evidence
from an extensive array of international intelligence materials, including recently
declassified CIA, FBI, and Department of Homeland Security reports. Levitt
demolishes the notion that Hamas’ military, political, and social wings are distinct
from one another and catalogues the alarming extent to which the organization’s
political and social welfare leaders support terror. He exposes Hamas as a unitary
organization committed to a militant Islamist ideology, urges the international
community to take heed, and offers well-considered ideas for countering the
significant threat Hamas poses.
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Hamas
Inside Hamas
This is a pre-1923 historical reproduction that was curated for quality. Quality
assurance was conducted on each of these books in an attempt to remove books
with imperfections introduced by the digitization process. Though we have made
best efforts - the books may have occasional errors that do not impede the reading
experience. We believe this work is culturally important and have elected to bring
the book back into print as part of our continuing commitment to the preservation
of printed works worldwide.

Palestine and the Palestinians in the 21st Century
Hamas Jihad delves into: Analysis of The Hamas Covenant Influence of Arab
Islamist Ideologues Development of Hamas, 1948 to 2016 Hamas condemnation of
secular Palestinian Nationalism Comparison of The Hamas Covenant & The
Palestinian National Charter Conflict resolution through Islamic abrogation

Peru Travel Guide
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Colin Shindler's remarkable history begins in 1948, as waves of immigrants arrived
in Israel from war-torn Europe to establish new cities, new institutions, and a new
culture founded on the Hebrew language. Optimistic beginnings were soon
replaced with the sobering reality of wars with Arab neighbours, internal
ideological differences, and ongoing confrontation with the Palestinians. In this
updated edition, Shindler covers the significant developments of the last decade,
including the rise of the Israeli far right, Hamas's takeover and the political rivalry
between Gaza and the West Bank, Israel's uneasy dealings with the new
administration in the United States, political Islam and the potential impact of the
Arab Spring on the region as a whole. This sympathetic yet candid portrayal asks
how a nation that emerged out of the ashes of the Holocaust and was the
admiration of the world is now perceived by many Western governments in a less
than benevolent light.

Preventing Palestine
This book offers a new understanding of the nature of power-seeking insurgent
groups by empirically examining the use of violence by Hamas in the PalestinianIsraeli Conflict. Though Hamas has learned to ride the tides of popular support, it
remains suspended between its quest to achieve the values of its ardent
supporters (reclamation of land through force) and the desire to grow popular
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support. This tension is reflected in how and when the group exercises violent
resistance. The theoretical framework applied in this volume provides a simple
construct to understand the dynamics that result in use and non-use of violence
under changing environmental conditions by Hamas, but could be applied more
broadly to other power-seeking insurgent groups, including ISIL. The book weaves
together the dynamics between violent actions and internal and external
influences on Hamas, including: expressed values of the group, Palestinian popular
support measures, leaders’ personalities and innovation (weapons and tactics),
Israeli influence and targeted killings, peace processes and conflicts in Gaza, Syria,
Iraq and Egypt. With newly assembled datasets on Hamas’ violent acts and public
statements, Israeli Targeted Killings, historical measures of popular support and
extensive field interviews, the book offers a fresh perspective on insurgent group
violence by demonstrating under what conditions the group exercises violence or
refrains from doing so. This book will be of much interest to both policy makers and
students of the Arab-Israeli conflict, political violence, Middle Eastern politics,
security studies and international relations in general.

Israel, History in a Nutshell
How does a group that operates terror cells and espouses violence become a ruling
political party? How is the world to understand and respond to Hamas, the militant
Islamist organization that Palestinian voters brought to power in the stunning
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election of January 2006? This important book provides the most fully researched
assessment of Hamas ever written. Matthew Levitt, a counterterrorism expert with
extensive field experience in Israel, the West Bank, and Gaza, draws aside the veil
of legitimacy behind which Hamas hides. He presents concrete, detailed evidence
from an extensive array of international intelligence materials, including recently
declassified CIA, FBI, and Department of Homeland Security reports. Levitt
demolishes the notion that Hamas’ military, political, and social wings are distinct
from one another and catalogues the alarming extent to which the organization’s
political and social welfare leaders support terror. He exposes Hamas as a unitary
organization committed to a militant Islamist ideology, urges the international
community to take heed, and offers well-considered ideas for countering the
significant threat Hamas poses.

The War and Democracy
Gaza in Crisis is Noam Chomsky's clear-sighted analysis of an area in a desperate
impasse. From the targeting of schools and hospitals, to the indiscriminate use of
white phosphorus, Israel's conduct in 'Operation Cast Lead' has rattled even some
of its most strident supporters. In Gaza in Crisis, Noam Chomsky and Ilan Pappé
survey the fallout from that devastation, and place the massacre in Gaza in the
context of Israel's long-standing war against the Palestinians. It is a rigorous,
historically informed and much-needed analysis of the situation and will be
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welcomed by all those eager for Chomsky's and Pappé's insights into yet another
political catastrophe. 'Noam Chomsky is a global phenomenon . . . he may be the
most widely read American voice on foreign policy on the planet today' The New
York Times Book Review 'Ilan Pappé is Israel's bravest, most principled, most
incisive historian' John Pilger Noam Chomsky is the author of numerous bestselling
political books, including Hegemony or Survival, Failed States, Interventions, What
We Say Goes and Hopes and Prospects, all of which are published by Hamish
Hamilton/Penguin. Ilan Pappé is Professor of History at the University of Exeter, codirector of the Exeter Centre for Ethno-Political Studies, director of the Palestine
Studies Centre at the University of Exeter, and the author of various books,
including the bestselling The Ethnic Cleansing of Palestine (Oneworld).

Gaza in Crisis
Hamas rules Gaza and the lives of the two million Palestinians who live there.
Demonized in media and policy debates, various accusations and critical
assumptions have been used to justify extreme military action against Hamas. The
reality of Hamas is, of course, far more complex. Neither a democratic political
party nor a terrorist group, Hamas is a multifaceted liberation organization, one
rooted in the nationalist claims of the Palestinian people. Hamas Contained offers
the first history of the group on its own terms. Drawing on interviews with
organization leaders, as well as publications from the group, Tareq Baconi maps
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Hamas's thirty-year transition from fringe military resistance towards governance.
He breaks new ground in questioning the conventional understanding of Hamas
and shows how the movement's ideology ultimately threatens the Palestinian
struggle and, inadvertently, its own legitimacy. Hamas's reliance on armed
struggle as a means of liberation has failed in the face of a relentless occupation
designed to fragment the Palestinian people. As Baconi argues, under Israel's
approach of managing rather than resolving the conflict, Hamas's demand for
Palestinian sovereignty has effectively been neutralized by its containment in
Gaza. This dynamic has perpetuated a deadlock characterized by its brutality—and
one that has made permissible the collective punishment of millions of Palestinian
civilians.

Hamas vs. Fatah
Presents an original investigation into the 1956 massacre of more than one
hundred Palestinian refugees by Israeli soldiers in Rafah in graphic novel format.

The Hunt for the Engineer
The Bible's story of creation in Genesis names Adam as the first human in history.
His story with Eve in the Garden of Eden is widely known-but what if he actually
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played a larger part in the story of humanity? In The Gospel of Adam, David L.
Bishop takes well-known stories and characters from history and presents them
through the eyes of Adam, as though he were living throughout all time on a
mission to restore fallen humanity to a place worthy of returning to perfection.
Following Adam through his profound interactions with Noah, King David, Jesus of
Nazareth, and even Adolf Hitler, this book shows how Adam struggles not only with
his mission to help humanity but also his own internal doubts as a man of faith. In
the vein of works like The Da Vinci Code and The Last Templar, Bishop's The
Gospel of Adam weaves history, philosophy, religion, and politics throughout a
thought-provoking first-person narrative that both challenges and inspires the
reader to consider what it really means to be human.

The Execution Channel
In January 2006, Hamas, an organisation classified by Western governments as
terrorist, was democratically elected to govern the Palestinian territories. The
inherent contradictions in this situation have left many analysts at a loss. Hamas
uses terror tactics against Israel, yet runs on a law and order ticket in Palestinian
elections; it pursues an Islamic state, yet holds internal elections; it campaigns for
shar'iah law, yet its leaders are predominantly secular professionals; it calls for the
destruction of Israel, yet has reluctantly agreed to honour previous peace
agreements. In Hamas in Politics, Jeroen Gunning challenges the assumption that
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religion, violence and democracy are inherently incompatible and shows how many
of these apparent contradictions flow from the interaction between Hamas'
ideology, its local constituency and the nature of politics in Israel/Palestine.
Drawing on interviews with members of Hamas and its critics, and a decade of
close observation of the group, he offers a penetrating analysis of Hamas' own
understanding of its ideology and in particular the tension between its dual
commitment to 'God' and 'the people'. The book explores what Hamas' political
practice says about its attitude towards democracy, religion and violence,
providing a unique examination of the movement's internal organisation, how its
leaders are selected and how decisions are made.

The Gospel of Adam
Presents a history of the territory, in an effort to understand the essence of the
conflicts in the Gaza Strip.

Hamas
An acclaimed account of the secret militant organization by a world-renowned
journalist with unprecedented sources
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Hamas
Hamas Jihad
A history of Israel in the context of the modern Jewish experience and the history
of the Middle East

Hamas
Joshua Norton may have lost his mind, but that didn't stop him from successfully
declaring himself Emperor of the United States and Protector of Mexico in 1859.
After growing and then losing his inheritance during the California Gold Rush,
Norton commiserates in total isolation with a locket containing the visages of his
parents. Once delusions of grandeur fully pervade his twisted mind, he rises from
bankruptcy and emerges from exile to proclaim his majestic authority over an
obliging San Francisco population. On his final brisk and rainy eve, Norton gifts the
locket to a young boy. Years later, Emma, the boy's daughter, comes to possess
the item and quickly discovers a cryptic clue alluding to treasure. Her adventurous
nature allows her obsession with the locket to grow rampantly as more clues are
revealed, leading her - and her reluctant fiancée - to South Africa and Norton's
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footprints. Spanning nearly a century and including natural disaster, adventure,
and romance, MAJESTIC MADNESS is a historical fiction novel which offers a colorful
insight into the eccentric world of Emperor Norton and his mysterious locket.

Hamas
In June 2007 civil war broke out in the Gaza Strip between two rival Palestinian
factions, Hamas and Fatah. Western peace efforts in the region always focused on
reconciling two opposing fronts: Israel and Palestine. Now, this careful exploration
of Middle East history over the last two decades reveals that the Palestinians have
long been a house divided. What began as a political rivalry between Fatah's Yasir
Arafat and Hamas leader Sheikh Ahmed Yassin during the first intifada of 1987
evolved into a full-blown battle on the streets of Gaza between the forces of
Arafat's successor, Mahmoud Abbas, and Ismael Haniyeh, one of Yassin's early
protégés. Today, the battle continues between these two diametrically opposing
forces over the role of Palestinian nationalism and Islamism in the West Bank and
Gaza. In this thought-provoking book, Jonathan Schanzer questions the notion of
Palestinian political unity, explaining how internal rivalries and violence have
ultimately stymied American efforts to promote Middle East peace, and even the
Palestinian quest for a homeland.
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Footnotes in Gaza
A Heroine of France
Recent developments in Palestinian political, economic, and social life have
resulted in greater insecurity and diminishing confidence in Israel’s willingness to
abide by political agreements or the Palestinian leadership’s ability to forge
consensus. This volume examines the legacies of the past century, conditions of
life in the present, and the possibilities and constraints on prospects for peace and
self-determination in the future. These historically grounded essays by leading
scholars engage the issues that continue to shape Palestinian society, such as
economic development, access to resources, religious transformation, and political
movements.

Identity and Religion in Palestine
Hamas won an overwhelming electoral victory in January 2006, overturning many
assumptions regionally and globally. Branded as terrorist by Israel and the West, it
is the largest Palestinian militant Islamist organization, formed fifteen years ago at
the beginning of the first intifada. Its short-term objective is to drive Israeli forces
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from the West Bank and Gaza, an aim it hopes to realize through attacks on Israeli
troops and settlers in the Occupied Territories and - more controversially - civilians.
It also has the long-term aim of establishing an Islamic state on all of historic
Palestine. In the post-Oslo world, Hamas gained power and influence as Israel
steadily destroyed the power structure of the avowedly secular Yasser Arafat and
his Palestinian Authority. A grass-roots organization that commands wide respect
among Palestinians for its incorruptibility, Hamas is divided into two main sections,
one responsible for establishing schools, hospitals and religious institutions, the
other for military action and terror attacks carried out by its armed underground
wing the Izzedine al-Qassam Brigades. This book charts the origins of Hamas
among the Muslim Brotherhood, details the influence of its exiled leadership in
Syria and elsewhere, and sets out its internal structure and political objectives.
This new edition includes an additional chapter covering events since the book's
original publication in November 2006.

The Last Palestinian
revised and updated edition/' a key resource in English for any serious assessment
of the Palestinian-Israeli conflict.'--Publishers Weekly (starred review)/One must
understand Hamas in order to understand the current state of the
Israeli--Palestinian conflict. Hamas: A History from Within provides an unrivaled
account of Hamas's history, structure, and objectives, largely in its own words. A
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grassroots organization that commands wide respect among Palestinians for its
incorruptibility, Hamas is divided into two main sections: one is responsible for
establishing schools, hospitals, and religious institutions; the other for military
action and terror attacks carried out by its armed underground wing the Izzedine alQassam Brigades. Tamimi's longtime relationships and extensive interviews with
Hamas's leading members allow him to create a more intimate portrait of Hamas,
in its own words and from its own members, than has yet been available in English.

Majestic Madness
A groundbreaking history that shows how peace between Egypt and Israel ensured
lasting Palestinian statelessness The 1978 Camp David Accords and the signing of
the Egypt-Israel peace treaty are widely viewed as a triumph of U.S. diplomacy in
the Middle East. Yet the Palestinians—the would-be beneficiaries of this vision for a
comprehensive regional settlement—remain without a state to this day. How and
why Palestinian statelessness persists are the central questions of Seth Anziska's
groundbreaking history of the Palestinian-Israeli peace process. Based on newly
declassified sources and interviews with key participants, Preventing Palestine
charts how Egyptian-Israeli peace was forged at the cost of sovereignty for the
Palestinians, creating crippling challenges to their aspirations for a
homeland—hurdles that only increased with Israeli settlement expansion and
Israel's 1982 invasion of Lebanon. The first Intifada and the end of the Cold War
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brought new opportunities for a Palestinian state, but the 1993 Oslo Accords
undermined the meaning of independence. Filled with astute political analysis,
Preventing Palestine offers a bold new interpretation of an enduring struggle for
self-determination.
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